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1.

PREFACE

Clothing has come down through the ages.

Skins of animals

served as a form of clothing for primitive man.

From the primitive

time to the present time, clothing has undergone many cnanges.
So much so that today the clothing industry invoioves Hostory,
Chemistry, Physics, Geography, and Mathematics.
"Clothes are essential to health.

When garments are too

tight, the free movement of the body is impeded.

The heart's

action is affected, the mind cannot act very well, and health is

1
threatened."
Thqy influence our actions; often the attitude of trying to
escape notice becomes a habit and results in inefficiency•

The

poorly dressed will avoid public appearances.
M

The elegantly dressed have the personal efficiency that

comes from lcnowing that if their clothes attract attention, the

2

judgment called forth will be favorable."
Our clothes often tell who we are, whether farmers, mechanics,
business men, icings or queens.

If we are loud, coarse, unrefined,

cultured, refined, and intelligent, they speak for us more than we
imagine.
Some people spend unnecessarily on clothes.
extreme—beyond their means.

They go to the

There are others who have no regard

1. Woolman, Choice, Care and Post, J. B. Lippincott, Chicago.
2. Ibid, p* 96*

for ciothes, but wear them old, faded and torn.

By so doing they

do not get so much joy from living and for them life is not so
deiigntful an experience as it might have been, if they were
appropriately dressed for all occasions.
We are often misjudged, quite often our social standing is
lowered, our personalities are not fully developed, our actions
are influenced; we often fail to land good jobs and often miss the
proper helpmate for life, ail on account of our dress.
To be well dressed at all times for ail occasions, is an art
that requires thought and study, but it brings big dividends.
Mr8. Woolman says, "A happy being can do more in a day than
a sad one, and clothing can have its share in causing cheerful
ness or gloom. *

INTRODUCTION
Tiie author recognizes "the home as a basis unit for society#

Anything

which benefits home life, as clothing improvement program, warrants care
ful consideration#
The author also realizes that there are other home making units bene
ficial for the improvement of home llfei such units as Home NUrsing,
Foods, and,Family Helationship#

These units received the same attention

as the clothing unit, but tipe will not permit me to compile the in
formation that I have on hand for the phases mentioned hitherto. There
fore I shall attempt to tell you something of the clotning improvement
program which has been carried out in this community.
This community presented an entirely new situation to the writer,
which has not been experienced before#

This community felt very keenly

the effect of the depression. The families were suffering from the
crop shortage of the past year.

Because of this shortage more than

one half of the children enrolled in tne Home Economics classes re
presented families on tne relief roil#
The families of this community followed the course which is usually
followed under similar circumstances, that of first providing food,
and using what is xeft for ciothing.
was left for clothing.

In this case very iittie money-

This of course presented a challenge to the

Home Economics teacher of the community#

A* Purpose of Study
The study which is now being related was made in the fail of
the year.
The study was made that a result of the Home Making Course
might be checked with reference to the girls of this community
at a later date.
B.

Method of Collecting Material

The information has been written largely out of the autnor's
experience, during the three years of teaching in this connamity*

FACTS REVEALED BY THE STUDY
It was found in too nany cases, clothing was bought merely
for covering the body.
There was plenty of work for pupils and teacher; there was
much for both to learn.
It was the author's earnest desire ana wish to have these
girls realize and unaerstand tneir bodies were living models,
the temples of God, and into tneir hands had been entrusted the
pleasant task of adorning them in keeping with their station in
life.
An attempt was made to have them visualize and find that
beauty and art are confined to paintings and sculpture, out tney
are found in our every day surroundings, and especially in our
dress.
i. The girls seemed willing to cooperate with the teacher.

5.

2. Every home represented in the department was visited and
the mothers were interviewed.
5. An attempt was made to estimate the amount of money spent
in the fail for school ciot,hes for each individual girl.
This attempt was not entirely successful for no family
kept an accurate account of such expenditures. The girls
PRAIRIE VIEW STATF
were encouraged to keep clotning cuag&taP^iinP this way the
L F !?P/IDY

money spent for clothes was ascertained.

It was very

small in most cases.
An attempt was made to become acquainted with each girl's in
dividual circumstances.
In some families there was no money to spend for clothes, yet
it ia a natural and healthy desire of all people to be well
groomed, for clothes have been an aesthetic as weii as a practical
value.
Our happiness and efficiency are increased when we are weii
and properly dressed.
There were some girls whose parents would give them money for
material, books, whatever might be beneficial for tnem.
It was discovered that most of the girls had a very poor
background in clothing; tneir experiences were limited. Forty per
cent of the homes provided no machines.

Mary of the girls had been

accustomed to making things, but a large number never had attempted
to make anything. Renovation was rarely attempted in many homes.

Only one period per day wae scneduied for courses in the
Home Economics Department.
There was a small monthly allowance, given by the School
Board, for the Foods Department; there being no money in the
majority of cases for clotning. Therefore to successfully
maintain the clothing unit presented a proolem.
1. Selection of Clothes

It was obvious they needed to know how to purchase and
select clothes, for selection is not altogether a matter of
cents and dollars, but a problem that requires study, thought,
and careful planning.

Tnat tney may be bought wisely and

economically with due regard for the occasion to be worn and
, and becomingness to the wearer.

They may be brought for

baauty and harmony, enhancing the good points of the wearer,
and causing the bad points to be less noticeable, that the
wearer may present a beautiful and harmonous unit.
2. Construction
Construction for these girls presented a problem, for
little time in past years had been given to construction.
In the homes of a large percentage of the girls, material
had not been given them as theirs to try out and therefore there
much to learn on the subject.

Gosi.
As previously stated the shortage of crops and prevailing
conditions had caused the community to be forced to face
economic difficulties, thereby reducing the cost to almost a
name.
4. Occasion Worn
There were not many social functions at this time that re
quired special dresses, out to be properly and correctly groomed for
nome, school, church, and the social functions to be attended
presented a problem, or was a part of the one great problem.

B. ATTITUDE OF GIRLS TOWARD COURSES OFFERED
The majority of the girls seemed to taice delight in sewing,
that is, in creating and finishing new garments.

They seemed

to be a little slow at first in commencing their renovation
problem, but later they became very interested.
Definite Procedure of Teacher
Lst. Lesson.

Definitely planned lesson to arouse or

create an interest with the pupils of this particular community.
1. Talk by the teacher.
2. Class discussion.
?. The teacnerasked the pupils to write their attitude toward
the subject of clothing.

This was in the form of a

questionnaire!
Their liices or dislikes for the course; what grades
they wanted to reacn in the present scnooi year, or
several years, or in the course of a life time(with
respect to clothing); could they sew; previous training
if they had ever made or finished garments; how were
their clothes secured, would they prefer to make their
own ciotnes, if they could; those whose mother's
sewed, or could not sew; those who had machines at
home*
All of this information was secured with regard to clothing*
This information was not to be referred to later (publicly) and
not to be read in class.

Only an understanding between pupil

and teacher, that they may better know each other and to know
what were the goals in the set up of the pupils, or if they had
any goals*
Next we had class discussion as to types of individual with
reference to figure and personality*

From this discussion each

girl classed herself with reference to figure, a tali, thin,
short thin, tail stout, short stout, or average; with reference
to personality asathletic, dramatic intellectual, sophisticated,
childish, youthful, feminine.
clothing*

The amount of money available for

The decision reached*

condition of our present wardrobe?
unit of worlt.

What can we do to improve the
This would be our present

This included (a) care of clothing, (b) repair oi

clothing, (c) remodeling of clotning.
Care of Clothing
That ciotnes will look: better and wear much longer, if
given the proper care as pressing, airing, cleaning, being
placed on hangers, being laundred correctly, rents sewed up
before they become large ones, was demonstrated in class
with actual garments.
Shoes, dresses, hose, though they have been in service
quite a while, may look well with proper care, even better
than those bought more recently but have received improper
care.

This was also demonstrated.
The Renovation Era
The girls brought material and dresses from home,

dresses too large and too small.
These dresses were made into dresses, blouses, dresses
for little children, and babies.
the renovation.

The author entered into

From an old—fashioned dress with full

plaited skirt and waist, she made a very pretty dress and
wore it to church, society, town and school.
The girls set up standards for dresses suitable for
church, school and general wear.
Many dresses and sometimes new material was given them
The new material was put away for a later unit.
Ail dresses were converted into usable garments for
school and home.

The renovation included underwear as well

Long stocking were made into socks by cutting off the

the worn part of the J.eg*
Hats were made from material brought from home.

The girls

ripped an old hat up and secured a pattern to maice tneir nats.
After they were made, the girls starched and ironed them.
Thus material was utilized and fingers were taugnt to sew.
Tne girls made score cards, and these garments were scored and
the pupils graded.
The Following Term;
The teacher brought dress material as illustrative material
to class.

From this material the following items were discussed

by the class:
Ooier
Laundering qualities
Cost ( within

limits of budget )

Texture
Suitable to individuals
Selection of Pattern
Measurements taicen to obtain
Correct size
Suitable to Individual
Easy to adjust
Suitable to material
Study the pattern
Testing

Altering
Amount of material required
Cost

(a) Colors

The class discussed the color and color combinations#

After which the girls wording in pairs, draped different colors
of mterial around the neck; of each other, to see if it was
becoming and would enhance her best points as color and hair.
(b) Laundering Qualities:

The g i r l s laundered some of the

samples, and let some remain new.

A new piece was put on ward-

board with a piece that had been laundered once, and three, and
four times, and each time laundered exposed to the sun to see
if sun fast as well as tub fast.
(c) Cost:

They found that cost could be determined largely

by the resistance the cloth gave to iaudering, if it had been
laundered several times and lost its color and slazy. It was
an expensive piece of material regardless to the amount of
money to pay.

They found that cost was not determined in

dollars and cents but depended mien on grade of material.
(d) Textures The t h i n d e l i c a t e g i r l s found by actual t i y o u t ,
the soft smooth finish more becoming to them than the coarse
texture.

(e) Suitable t o Individual* The t a i l slender g i r l s i n trying
on tne plaids and stripes, found the stripes and up and down
seams, made tnem appear taller*
The short fat girls found that plaids and stripes going
around made tnem appear larger, wnere correctly spaced
stripes were slenderizing*
( f ) Selection of Pattern* The girls took tneir measurements
to know their size and avoid guessing.
(g) Pattern Suitable t o Individual* The same principle as the
foregoing are applicable to tne pattern*

The large fat girl

knew she should not select a pattern of plaits or ruffles,
but form fitting straight lines*

The small slender girl

realizing she should choose one to give fullness*

The

pattern should be simple and easy to adjust*
(h) Study the Pattern* The girls studied tne pattern with
reference to markings, notches, seams, etc*, until they
could correctly put the pattern together; the pieces of the
pattern not needed for the garment were returned to the en
velope to avoid mistakes*
( i ) Testings Each girl then pinned the pattern together and
fitted it on her pattern making alteration wnere necessary*

They understood tne perforations, notches, seams, and there
by served to save time by a clear understanding of the pattern.
The pattern will tell the number of yeads of material necessaiy to purchase. Though with no pattern, twice the length
plus the length of the sleeves will generally make a plain
straight lined dress.

If very wide, a little less; if veiy

narrow, a little more will be required.
(j) Costt

According t o a budget.

Placing pattern on material
Checking
Cutting
Basting
Pressing
Fitting
Pressing
Stitching
Seams: Plain
Felled
Lapped
Finishings: Fastenings
Trimmings
Pockets
Pressing
Scoring finished garment

Pupils now place pattern on material. The pattern is laid
on with correct weave of tnread of material. It is laid for
correct fitting, and to save cloth.
Before cutting the pattern is checked by teacher.
The pupils use colored thred for tailors tacks in putting
in durts, tucks, etc. They now cut material according to
instructions on pattern) then baste material and press
Fitting:
Each girl fits the dress of ner partner, having her put
it on and

rig alterations where they are necessary.

Pressing:
They press the garment next, taking care that the iron is
not. too hot or cold.

They understand different material will

require different methods of pressing.

The wash material

presented no problem in pressing.
Stitching:
They are now ready for stitching, but before commencing
to sew, they see that the machine is sewing correctly and that,
the thread is the correct color and number.
Seams:
They have learned in the previous unit different materials
call for different seams, as overcast, pinking, binding, and

Hemming blanket stitching bub only "the seams used in "the
material were discussed, in detail#
Fastenings:
Consisting of buttons, button holes, loops* bound
buttons* snaps} these have been learned in our Renovation
Era.

PocKets and hems had been learned also,but hems

were received* and put in the dresses as followss
The girl puts on the garment whichis to be hemmed,
puts on belt and adjust it to proper place.
on table or fitting stand.

She stands

Her partner has a yard stick

with a rubber band placed at the point where tne hem is
to be turned.
Her partner places the yard stick with the beginning
No. 1 on the table, floor or stand.

Where the rubber

strikes the dress she places pins parallel with the lloor,
all tne way around the skirt every three or four inches.
This furnishes the hem line, where hem is to be turned.
She removes skirt, folds in center front and center back,
with side seams togetner. See tne pins make an even curve.
She now cuts a nem gauge from card-board, placing a notch
tne desired width of hem. Measure hem all around the width
of gauge, turning under about one founth inch.
If the material was thin and there was fullness, this

was gatnered.

If material was stiff small plaits were laid#

The nem was pressed and put in with the slip stitch#
They realizing that if the material had been wool or
Jersey riDbon type, the nem might be put in with catch
stitch.
The girls now pressed their garments ana scored them by
the score cards thay had made.

Illustrative material was

helpful in making the work a success.
One word must be said of accessories.

Time will not

permit me togo into detail.
No garment is really pretty without proper accessories,
as shoes, hats, gloves, handkerchiefs, hose, and jewelry.
Before the garments were carried home, each couple
planned the proper accessories, as thsy thought tor their
dresses.

These in turn were passed on ty the group.

All

that could be secured were brought to class, that they might
be seen with the costume—""accessories they said were accent
points that make up the completeness of the costume, but if
ill chosen the whole effect is splfciiliAd.

They make it a

thing of beauty, or a confusion of mass.
IMPROVEMENTS MADE THROUGH THE HOME ECONOMICS
COURSE
The girls have improved in tneir personal appearances
being neat, attractive and well groomed.

The home life has been improved#

They sew for members of

their family, their little brothers and sisters#
for their friends#

They sew

They make clothes for little children#

Some sew for money and help buy their own clothes, and others
sew for needed things in the home#
The author feels that they can get a sense of pride in
wearing well fitted garments that they have made themselves,
tnat they would not get, if they hired them made#
The Department has been supplied with cooking utensils,
dishes, and sewing tables#
The teacher, now with the exception of one period, has
home making classes all day#

PLANS ARE NOW IN THE MAKING FOR A BEAUTIFUL
NEW HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING
It is suggested that balckboards extend and cover one side
and end of the clothing unit of the department#
A new clothes cabinet will be purchased.
new sewing machines which are electric#

We hope to get

The foods and cloth

ing unit will be housed in adjourning but different rooms#
It is hoped that through continued cooperation, we may
reach our goal, for we have yet many things to accomplish#

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The inventory made at the beginning of the study compared
with the present checkup proves that the girls have been
benefited aiong economic, aesthetic and cultural lines#
In bringing about this improvement, the classes have con
centrated on unit pertaining to clothing*

This has involved

selection, cost, and construction of clothing*
The attitude of the pupils has been of the type which
is conducive to improvement*
The girls have entered whole hearted into the work of
their clothing classes and no one realizes more than they
to wnat extent they nave

improved*

In addition to the study of selection, cost, and con
struction of clothing.

The girls have received lessons in

personal grooming this of involved the wearing of clothing
suitable for the occasion*
Probably the greatest value of the teaching of clothing
in this community, has been the economic value*

The cost of

clothing has been lowered in the case of individuals as well
as in the case of entire families*
The improvement which has been attained is not considered
a standard*

Both teacher and pupils are planning work which

will be broader in scope*
the extent*

The School Board is Cooperating to

A new building is to be constructively built by

the ensuing year for the Home Economics Department*
This treatise is not to exemplify the student teacher for

we have yet much to do.

Students have much to learn, many

hopes to yet to be realized*

But we feel dispite our handi

caps we have made improvement for tnis one thing solely this
treatise was written.

To say handicaps should not discourage

one, but to work faithfully dispite obstacles and and a
reasonable reward will be yours.

While the check up shows

improvement we are far from perfection our goal lies ahead.
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